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INTRODUCTION
Detection of multiple analytes for the purpose of disease diagnosis requires sensitive biosensing tools capable of transducing molecular interactions into some physical

quantity. For this, a microdiagnostic platform based on arrays of microcantilevers with self-sensing capability is proposed for disease diagnosis. Microcantilever-based

detection technique equipped with piezoactive read-out device enables transduction of molecular recognition into a nanomechanical motion. Applying the proposed

mechanism as biosensor for continuous monitoring of glucose concentration in blood and finally increasing the sensitivity and selectivity of the proposed diagnostic kit are the

specific aims of this study.

NanoMechanical Cantilever 

Sensors (NMCS)

Disease Diagnosis using 

Piezoresistive NMCS

Transduces molecular recognition into 

nanomechanical motion,

Offers label free biodetection at micro

and nano scale,

Advantages:

- Low cost,

- Simplicity,

- High sensitivity,

- Low sample consumption,

- Non-sample preparation

requirement
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Enables detection of multiple analyte in a

single step
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Array of microcantilevers with functionalized surfaces

through biomolecules for disease biomarkers.

Microchannels are used to bring sample to respective

MC. The intermolecular binding between the disease

biomarker and biomolecules induces differential stress

thus deflects the MCs. The amount of MC deflection

can be measured by any readout devices.

Functionalizing cantilever surface with antibodies, 

enzymes, probe DNA, or any receptor for analyte

Specific binding takes place submerging the NMCS in 

the solution
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Downsides

Optical Shift in laser beam 

reflected on the 

photodetector

surface

High cost, surface 

preparation, optical 

alignment and 

adjustment 

requirement 

Capacitive Change of the 

capacitance of a 

plane capacitor

Not suitable for large 

displacement, 

complicated 

electronic circuits and 

fabrication processes, 

does not work in 

electrolyte solutions

Piezoelectric Change of voltage 

of piezoelectric 

layer over

cantilever surface

Complicated 

electronic circuit 

Piezoresistive Change of 

resistivity of 

piezoresistive 

layer over

cantilever surface

Difficulty in 

fabrication of the 

sensor with 

embedded resistor

I) Piezoelectric NMCS:

Piezoactive NMCS

 Piezoelectric-based NMCS addresses errors

due to:

- Thermal drifts,

- Electronic noise, and

- Restriction to use in liquid media,

 Self-sensing mechanism is used,

The piezoelectric patch actuates the beam and

at the same time sense the beam vibration

through inverse and direct piezoelectric effects

respectively.

II) Piezoresistive NMCS:

Offers a unique laser-less, compact, cheap, and

portable platform for detection,

No need for laser alignment and expensive

optical componenet,

Read-out electronics can be integrated on the

same silicon chip,

Does not suffer from the changes in the optical

properties of the solutions,

Capability of working in non-transparent

solutions.

Measurement Techniques

Surface Stress due to binding between disease 

biomarkers and immobilized biomolecules

Cantilever deflection 

(Static Mode)

Change of resistivity of piezoresistive

layer over cantilever surface

Output voltage of the system 

utilizing the proposed modeling
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Schematic of disease diagnosis through the proposed NMCS

Glucose Biosensor

Specificity: Other types
of sugars in blood
such as D-fructose
and D-mannose are
injected in the solution
and the response of
the system should be
monitored.

Sensitivity: effect of
glucose concentration
on cantilever response
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Detection of glucose level in blood:
Functionalizing cantilever surface with enzyme
glucose oxidase, GOx, Specific interaction
with glucose in blood Cantilever deflection

Array of functionalized microcantilevers for detection of 

multiple analytes in sample

Future Works
Sensitivity Enhancement: The ultimate goal of this study is to explore practical methods for the purpose of enhancing sensitivity of the proposed system. Reducing the size of

microcantilevers to nanocantilevers, optimizing the aspect ratio, and depositing nanoparticles over cantilever surface for increasing surface area thus capturing higher number of

biomarkers are the proposed methods for sensitivity enhancement.


